Effects of dynamic information in recognising facial expressions on dimensional and categorical judgments.
We investigated the effects of dynamic information on decoding facial expressions. A dynamic face entailed a change from a neutral to a full-blown expression, whereas a static face included only the full-blown expression. Sixty-eight participants were divided into two groups, the dynamic condition and the static condition. The facial stimuli expressed eight kinds of emotions (excited, happy, calm, sleepy, sad, angry, fearful, and surprised) according to a dimensional perspective. Participants evaluated each facial stimulus using two methods, the Affect Grid (Russell et al, 1989 Personality and Social Psychology 29 497-510) and the forced-choice task, allowing for dimensional and categorical judgment interpretations. For activation ratings in dimensional judgments, the results indicated that dynamic calm faces, low-activation expressions were rated as less activated than static faces. For categorical judgments, dynamic excited, happy, and fearful faces, which are high- and middle-activation expressions, had higher ratings than did those under the static condition. These results suggest that the beneficial effect of dynamic information depends on the emotional properties of facial expressions.